
CHAPTER 7

Colonial Normativity? Corruption
in the Dutch–Indonesian Relationship
in the Nineteenth and Early Twentieth

Centuries

Ronald Kroeze

Introduction

There are many historical accounts that, one way or the other, have
linked Dutch colonial rule of Indonesia to corruption. Works of histo-
rians have pointed at how the existence of a variety of corrupt practices,
from bribery and patronage to all kinds of “extractive institutions”, under-
mined social and economic development.1 Others have paid attention to
singular corruption scandals,2 or touched upon the theme of corruption
in their analyses of ideological debates about decline and reform in the
wake of the end of the Dutch United East India Company (Vereenigde
Oostindische Compagnie/ VOC), and the emergence of the modern colo-
nial state from around the year 1800.3 In the decades around 1900,
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corruption was linked to the granting and use of concession rights by
big companies active in the colony,4 as well as to how public morality
was understood and maintained by the colonial police.5 Even the famous
novelMax Havelaar (1860), an accusation against colonial abuses written
by the former colonial administrator Eduard Douwes Dekkers, can be
considered as a book mainly about corruption.6 One of the rare academic
texts that has colonial corruption as its main theme was written by Willem
Wertheim in 1961. Wertheim, a former colonial official and thereafter a
professor of sociology and modern history of Southeast Asia, took Max
Havelaar as a starting point for an article on corruption in colonial
Indonesia; however, it is brief.7 Moreover, although he takes a crit-
ical stance and he acknowledges the involvement of Dutch officials and
entrepreneurs in cases of corruption, he struggles with both the concept
of corruption as well as “Weberian style bureaucratization”, when he
writes that the Dutch were hindered in their attempt to curb corrup-
tion and introduce modern government by “patrimonial” indigenous
elites and local circumstances. He concludes that “as far as civil servants
were incorruptible it was more because of sharp surveillance by Euro-
pean administrative institutions than that the Indonesian civil servants
had embraced the new public ethics”.8 The examples of corruption he
offers are, however, interesting in their variety: from bribery to nepotism,
and from misuse of power to forms of illicit influencing and lobbying.
In short, we can conclude that despite several examples, the relationship
between corruption, colonial exploitation and modern empire-building
has not been systematically investigated, whereas the relevance of this
topic has been acknowledged, also more recently.9 Although such a
research project would require a systematic analysis of different case
studies, international comparison and cooperation with historians from
Indonesia, which is what we do in the project Colonial Normativity,10

this text is an attempt to locate the topic of colonial corruption within
the history of Dutch–Indonesian relations during the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, informed by historiographical trends and original
research that was earlier executed.

The ambiguities surrounding the concept of corruption probably have
contributed to the lack of research so far. At first sight, issues as diverse
as bribery, tax farming, patronage, deviating sexual norms, the decadence
of the colonial elite or the decay of an entire colonial system have been
linked to corruption, both by contemporaries and historians. Moreover,
what is immoral to one, is not necessarily to the other, as understand-
ings of corruption depend on ideological, political and cultural positions
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that differ—also over time and place. Recent historical research, however,
of which the contributors of this volume have contributed to, provides
methods and insights on how to deal with these challenges.

First, researching corruption in different cultural and historical circum-
stances requires a contextual approach. Corruption can be understood as a
deviation or putrefaction of something that was originally pure and good,
and it has been defined as the misuse of public power and resources for
private gain. However, the precise meaning of misuse, private gain and
public power can only be understood when corruption is analysed in its
specific social, legal and historical context.11 In more concrete terms, one
could analyse publicly debated cases of misuse of public power or scandals,
and be sensitive to what contemporaries considered to be corruption, as
well as for what reasons. Moreover, the “politics of corruption” should
not be forgotten. Throughout history, accusations of corruption were
useful political weapons—as were campaigns against corruption in the
name of just rule or good government; they might have intended reform
and been supported by many, they often also strengthened the access to
power and resources of some, while still undermining those of others.12

With regard to the colonial setting, there are more things to keep in
mind. As Xavier Huetz de Lemps shows in his contribution about the
Philippines, the colony is a place where very different groups—ordinary
people, indigenous elites, intermediaries of different descent, Western
colonisers—live and compete for power and resources. These different
groups share, but also obey, different values and norms. This “plurality of
norms” can lead to “competition of norms”,13 which can cause disputes
about what is acceptable public and private behaviour that can turn into
accusations of and debates about corruption, as historical research has
shown.14 Furthermore, corruption in a colonial setting is not about the
colony only, but takes place in an imperial context in which the metropole
and colony influence each other.15 Like Mark Knights and Zak Leonard,
Pol Dalmau and Tanja Bührer show in their respective contributions to
this volume, political changes in the metropole can have a huge impact
on what is considered corruption. And as Jonathan Saha argues, the rela-
tionship between administration and society in the colony and in the
metropole influences understandings of colonial corruption.

In order to further develop this argument, I focus on the Nether-
lands-Indonesian case and start by explaining how the historiography on
European corruption, including the idea of an emergence of a so-called
“modern” understanding of corruption from around 1800, has inspired
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me to locate the topic of corruption in the history of colonial rule of
Indonesia. After having introduced the topic of colonial corruption in
relation with ideas of “progress” in the decades around 1800, I continue
by discussing colonial corruption in the light of the history of the “Cul-
tivation System” (1830s–1870s), the “Liberal period” and the “Ethical
Policy” (officially launched in 1901)—the Dutch equivalent of the civil-
ising mission.16 In the final sections of this chapter, I try to shed light
on the persistence of corruption in the history of the Dutch–Indonesian
relationship.

Corruption and Reform in Europe

and the Colony: An Entangled History?

Recent years saw a series of publications on the role of corruption in the
process of European state formation since the late eighteenth century.17

From these studies, it can be distilled that corruption came in many forms,
but also had recurrent features: in public debates corruption stood for the
bad, immoral and rotten elements of politics and society. Additionally,
corruption was often understood as the abuse of public power, trust or
resources for private (or group) benefit. Nonetheless, as mentioned above,
one should not forget that morality, abuse or the public–private divide
were understood differently over time and place. Next, these studies
have shown how denunciators accused others of corruption18 and that
systematic anticorruption campaigns were useful weapons to undermine
opponents and what they stood for.19

Although some debate remains about how sharp the break with the
past was, historians have also pointed to the emergence of a new “mod-
ern” understanding of corruption in political discourse from around
1800.20 From the perspective of corruption, the French Revolution,
and its counterparts, could be understood as an attack on all kinds of
practices (e.g. tax farming, gifts, patronage, elite privileges), as well as
the system they were a part of—the Ancien Régime—which became
synonymous with corruption. In contemporary analyses, the mixing up of
private (personal, family and faction) and public (state, general, national
or people’s) interests was at the heart of what was wrong with the Ancien
Régime. Reformers argued that corruption could only be rooted out
with a radical change of regime, to be followed by a clear separation of
the public and private. Corruption became predominantly defined as the
misuse of public office for private gain (although broader and general
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understandings of corruption as a (bad) deviation of something that was
pure and whole before, remained in place as well). In the Netherlands,
the failed Dutch Patriotic reform of the 1780s, or the reformers that
successfully overthrew the old Dutch Republic of the United Provinces
(1588–1795)—the Dutch Ancien Régime—and established the Batavian
Republic in 1795, did use the more modern understanding of corruption
when they argued for a regime change based on a legal and constitu-
tional separation between the public and private. Church and state were
separated and specific anticorruption laws were established that prohib-
ited public servants from merging their public duties and private interests,
such as bans on tax farming, the sale of offices and accepting gifts.21

Around 1800, the situation in the metropole and the overseas posses-
sions influenced each other (see also the chapters by Tanja Bührer and
Anubha Anushree).22 In the Netherlands–Indonesian situation, reformers
argued that the corruption and decline of the old Dutch Republic was
entangled with the corruption and decline of the Dutch United East
India Company, the VOC (Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie; whose
full name could also be read as Vergaan Onder Corruptie23—Perished
Under Corruption).The VOC had the monopoly on trade with Asia,
but after periods of economic expansion and success became less prof-
itable and lost terrain to the British East India Company (EIC), as well
as to local trading networks. VOC officials often acted as representative
of the VOC, local administrator, judge in legal disputes and trader, alike.
Trading on their own account and keeping a share of the profit was also
common and acceptable until a certain level—the VOC even regarded it
as a means to prevent (more) corruption. However, by the end of the
eighteenth century, due to patronage as well as the increasing financial
inability of the VOC to maintain all of its positions in Southeast Asia,
VOC representatives on the ground obtained and took more room.24

This met with criticism for different reasons. First, while the position
of the VOC as a whole kept deteriorating, certain VOC officials took
good care of themselves. In other places, the situation for the trading and
governing elites was still rather good, such as on the North-East coast
of Java, where due to a switch to the production of cash crops for the
world market, profits continued to be made.25 Additionally, critical voices
were inspired by the ideology of Republicanism, which went through a
period of revival and emphasised the importance of (serving) the public
interest, as well as Enlightenment ideas about popular sovereignty and
creating progress through rationality and freedom (including free trade).
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They blamed VOC representatives for neither acting with civic virtue—
with respect for the moral health of the Dutch Republic and general
well-being—nor running their trading posts rationally and efficiently in
order to enhance progress in the common interest. State-supported trade
monopolies, such as the VOC was, became a symbol of everything that
was wrong about the old regime.

When Dutch revolutionaries with French support replaced the Dutch
Republic with the Batavian Republic (1795–1806), the VOC was first
nationalised (1795) and then terminated (1799). Although Indonesian
possessions were placed under a state committee in the Netherlands, the
first years after the fall of the Ancien Régime continued to provide much
discretionary powers to men on the spot—including to indigenous elites
and Chinese traders.26

In 1806, the Batavian Republic was transformed into the Kingdom
of Holland, a vassal state of the French empire with Louis Napoleon
as its king, a brother of Emperor Napoleon. Louis Napoleon appointed
Herman Willem Daendels, who served as Governor General of the Dutch
East Indies from 1807 until 1810. In 1811, the British invaded Java
and installed Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles; in the years of Daendels and
Raffles, a series of reforms in the name of “progress” were initiated.
They aimed to strengthening state control and create more room for free
entrepreneurship—aims both ungirded by eliminating practices that were
by that time labelled as corruption. Daendels, for example, challenged
the powers of the old elites (Oudgastenpartij ) known for patronage and
nepotism. He also built, with the help of numerous ill-treated serviced
labourers, the Grote Postweg—a road that cut across Java to improve
communication, centralisation and state control. Raffles, in his rhetor-
ical distancing of British rule from VOC rule, aimed for progress through
turning local aristocrats into salaried officials by taking their privileges,
such as overcharging, percentages and gifts, as well as by promoting free
entrepreneurship and free labour, which he hoped could be directly taxed
and end existing tax collecting practices, such as a tax farming.27

Thus, around the year 1800, regimes had been changed—both in
the metropole and colony—in the name of eliminating corruption.
Throughout the nineteenth century, patronage, sale of offices, tax
farming, elite privileges, gifts and other examples of the combining of
public and private continued to be denounced as corruption and to inspire
reform. According to Jens Ivo Engels, the nineteenth century saw the rise
of the absolute non-toleration of these forms of corruption.28
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This is, of course, neither to say that privilege, patronage or other
examples of corruption disappeared in historical reality, nor did the debate
end about how to define (violations of) the right public-private relation-
ship. On the contrary: the nineteenth century saw the birth of modern
ideologies and parties that held different views on what was moral and
corrupt in the respective public and private spheres. Nonetheless, many—
for example Liberals—continued to look critically at the principle of
blurring public and private. The Dutch Liberal Johan Thorbecke, the man
behind the introduction of the Dutch reformed constitution of 1848,
diagnosed that the blending of public and private interests, offices and the
system of privileges, founded in custom law, was the main problem of the
Ancien Régime and the foremost reason for the French Revolution and
its European counterparts.29 Liberals became known for idealising the
“art of separation”: state and economy; religion and politics; morality and
law.30 Later on, radical ideologies such as Socialism were also obsessed
with altering the public–private divide by just denying the existence of a
distinctive public and private sphere as a means to reach into the mythical
corruption-free modern era.31

Another characteristic was that, in the wake of Enlightenment ideas
about linear progress,32 the modern interpretation of corruption had a
historical dimension. As corruption was discussed as a problem of the
Ancien Régime, it became understood as a problem of the past, as one can
derive from the work and speeches of politicians, publicists and historians
in the nineteenth century. In Britain, politicians tried to solve what they
called the problem of “old corruption”—i.e. bribing voters, the “sale” of
offices in the form of offering lucrative positions (with emoluments) and
honours to political friends in return for their support—which, in fact,
characterised British politics far into the nineteenth century and beyond.
However, these elements continued to be understood as being remnants
from the past.33 For the Dutch case, Mary Lindeman, has pointed to the
great number of texts on the corruption of the Dutch Republic that date
from the second half of the nineteenth century, and the first half of the
twentieth century—several of them written by prominent Dutch histo-
rians such as Robert Fruin and Pieter Geyl.34 These historians emphasised
the use of patronage and “oligarchical” power structures (an oligarchy
is an aristocratic government that is corrupted according to Classical
political philosophy), the sale of offices and the famous “contracts of
correspondence” that were used to divide and secure offices among the
most prominent families in the Republic.35 In the same tradition, the
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Liberal reform of 1848 was regarded a turning point, as historian Chris
te Lintum—while referring to the work of Fruin—stated in his book
A century of progress in 1913. According to Te Lintum, it was at this
moment that politics came under public scrutiny, and because of that, all
past corruption was eliminated.36

The understanding of corruption as a problem of past regimes in
combination with the self-confidence of the Dutch that they had reached
into the corruption-free modern era, in a context of increasing nation-
alism, also gave rise to the argument that corruption belonged to “a
foreign country”, to a historical, cultural and geographical “Other”.37

As with debates about corruption around the year 1800, which portrayed
the VOC and the old Dutch Republic as remnants from a corrupt past, in
mid- and late-nineteenth-century newspapers and parliamentary debates,
corruption was linked firstly to British elections (“old corruption”) and
French politics (the country of the Ancien Régime par excellence), and
later to “Eastern” or “Oriental” regimes such as the Austrian, Russian
or Ottoman empires. Throughout this era, Dutch colonial possessions
were also repeatedly debated as the corrupt “Other”. This took place in
a broader context of extending colonial borders and emerging imperialist
and orientalist views,38 as is discussed below.

The Nineteenth-Century Cultivation

System: Breeding Ground for Corruption

After the defeat of Napoleon between 1814 and 1815, the British
returned the Dutch East Indies to the Netherlands as part of the British
supported vision of the Netherlands as a middle-size power that would
include colonial possessions.39 The autocratic King Willem I was keen
on creating a new empire, with Java being the most important site of
his “imperial phantasies”,40 and wanted to ensure that the colony could
finance itself. Willem I thus stuck to development through the means on
which the colonial reforms of around 1800 were based, such as centrali-
sation of administrative powers and bureaucratisation of governing elites.
The prosecuting of officials for bureaucratic corruption, such as in the
case of high Dutch officials who took bribes in return for granting indige-
nous aristocrats with public offices, is evidence that the reforms indeed
caused things to change. However, when the High Court had to decide
about their punishment, it had to rely on structures of the VOC era that
were more flexible to these forms of corruption.41
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The same kind of plurality or competition of norms existed in
the domain of economic policy. At first, Willem I promoted free
entrepreneurship and free labour, but when this did not pay off as was
hoped for, and also in response to the money-consuming Java War (1825–
1830), a war itself clearly linked to the period of revolutions of around
1800,42 he appointed Johannes van den Bosch as governor general in
1830.43 Van den Bosch introduced the infamous Cultivation System that
was based on the claim that all the land belonged to the Dutch state
and a government-controlled economic policy of entrepreneurship that
historians have characterised as a “quasi-mercantilist exploitation”. The
Cultivation System also showed similarity with the eighteenth-century
economic exploitation of Java by the VOC, as it was founded on forced
labour and the support of the indigenous elites.44 Plantations had to
cultivate what the colonial government ordered such as sugar, coffee,
tea or indigo. The Netherlands Trading Society (Nederlandse Handel-
maatschappij/ NHM), founded in 1824, was given the trade monopoly
and sold the crops on the world market. In return, the state and NHM
would guarantee stable prices that were relatively high. Dutch plantation
supervisors and entrepreneurs, as well as the Dutch state, earned huge
profits (batig slot ), the latter used to finance infrastructural projects in
the Netherlands.45 The overall growth of the global trade was one reason
for its success; that the Cultivation System was based on forced labour,
even after the formal abolition of enslavement in the Dutch East Indies
in 1860,46 was another.47

The indigenous elites also played a role in maintaining the system.
The Dutch had established a system of dual rule in which Dutch
colonial administrators—(assistant) residenten—and the local aristocrats—
regenten—governed together, as the Dutch could not rule and judge
without “the information, networks, and prestige of the Javanese elite
officials (priyayi)”.48 Indigenous regents, in return for their support, were
given land and seigneurial rights: local peasants had to dedicate a consid-
erable amount of their time to work on princely lands without being paid.
A separation of powers, the norm in the motherland at least formally, was
absent; practically as the Dutch administrators remained in the position
of ultimate arbiter, ideally as the “Oriental” nature required firm control
of power in one hand, so it was argued.49

There are examples similar to this one. Tax farming, abolished in
the metropole since it was regarded as one of the most evident exam-
ples of Ancien Régime corruption,50 continued to exist in Indonesia
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throughout the nineteenth century. The colonial government granted
both local heads as well as Chinese middlemen the right to collect taxes
and keep a percentage as remuneration. On the ground, a great variety of
collecting mechanisms existed together with a great deal of wheeling and
dealing, both between taxpayers and tax collectors, as well as between the
colonial administrators and the tax collectors, providing ample opportu-
nities for tensions, arbitrariness and outright misuse.51 The pivotal role
of the Chinese middlemen in fiscal and economic matters went back to
the time of the VOC: they had developed sophisticated means to both
successfully collect and lend money. By the end of the nineteenth century,
their role gave rise to the framing of the Chinese middlemen as immoral
moneygrubbers, also fed by Dutch accusations and unease about the dete-
riorating circumstances of Javanese peasants who carried the heaviest tax
burden.52

The plurality of norms that existed in the Dutch empire during
the era of the Cultivation System, and the accompanying immoralities,
formed a fertile breeding ground for debates about corruption and reform
already since 1848 and especially from the 1860s onwards, when Liberals
began to dominate Dutch politics. Liberal reformists asked for more
room for private entrepreneurship as the state controlled the business
sector too much and the colonial administration granted plantations to
“friends”, linking the Cultivation System to economic inefficiency as well
as patronage and nepotism. Secondly, moral concerns were raised about
the treatment of the Javanese peasants who were forced to work on the
plantations, also as a way to “pay” their taxes. That the colonial system
of dual rule lacked a separation of powers was furthermore targeted as
grounds for abuse.53

Max Havelaar helped to turn the many immoralities associated with
the Dutch colonial system into a wider public concern within the Nether-
lands.54 This famous novel was published in 1860 by Multatuli, a
pseudonym for Eduard Douwes Dekker, a former Dutch colonial admin-
istrator (assistant-resident ) of the district of Lebak in Java between 1855
and 1856.55 In 1856 he resigned, returned to Europe and wrote Max
Havelaar, informed by his own experiences. The book was, in fact, one
big attack on a great variety of corrupt practices. Besides addressing
that a successful career in the colonial service depended on patronage
and favouritism, more importantly Max Havelaar denounced a culture
of administrative malpractices and described how an indigenous prince
had misused his powers, for he confiscated cattle from the local peasants
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and asked for seigneurial services as a form of taxation, which was offi-
cially forbidden as extortion (knevelarij).56 Douwes Dekkers saw this as
systemic corruption, as it took place on such a frequent scale that the local
population lived in misery. That the colonial administrator in the novel
sent in official complaints—even to the governor general in Batavia—but
did not hear back, was another type of corruption: turning a blind eye
towards misuse, even when officially reported. Plurality of norms was a
breeding ground here as well: colonial officials had the responsibility to
report administrative corruption, but the governor general also had the
discretionary power to decide whether or not the complaint would be
followed up on if upholding stability, esteem and authority required so.
Max Havelaar ended with a plea that citizens of a self-respected Chris-
tian nation should no longer tolerate the abuse of the local population
by the indigenous aristocrats, a type of argumentation that had been
used to legitimise the expansion of colonial control already as early as
the eighteenth century.

Max Havelaar was a shock to contemporaries, but neither written nor
understood as a plea to end colonial rule. The main results of the publica-
tion and accompanying debates were that in the decades thereafter, a new
generation of men were inspired to become colonial administrators,57

alongside efforts to improve the education of colonial administrators in
order to better understand indigenous society and equip them to carry
out the so-called “white man’s burden”.58 Conservatives in favour of the
status quo, including maintaining the Cultivation System, such as minister
of Colonial Affairs Johannes Jerphaas Hasselman tried to counter nega-
tive sentiments, even by secretly financing the famous journalist Conrad
Busket Huet to turn the Java-bode in a pro-Conservative colonial news-
paper, leading to a scandal in 1868.59 This “Conservative-intermezzo” in
Dutch political history could not prevent the Liberal majority in Dutch
Parliament from asking for measures, that led to the termination of the
Cultivation System by the 1870s. Besides concerns about diminishing
revenues and economic opportunities, the reforms were also framed in
moralistic terms. For example, the Agrarian Law (1869) opened unculti-
vated land for exploitation by entrepreneurs, but land could only be leased
and not confiscated to fence private claims. Meanwhile, the Sugar Law
(1870) opened up the sugar industry, but issued that peasants could no
longer be forced to cultivate sugar. Earlier, the Liberal Minister of Colo-
nial Affairs Franssen van de Putte, himself a former director of a sugar
plantation who had returned to the Netherlands as a wealthy man, had
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brought an end to the obligation for the indigenous population to work
in communal forests, as well as to corporal punishment by restricting the
powers of the local village heads (dessahoofden); their role and behaviour
were seen as reasons for many abuses. Additionally, extra bans and penal-
ties on extortion were introduced, and in 1869 an important step in the
separation of powers was taken in order to strengthen enforcement of
rules, when it was decided to appoint trained jurists to lead local courts,
instead of leaving it to administrators.60

However, newspapers continued to report abuses: civil servants, both
Dutch and indigenous, confiscated cattle for transportation or asked the
indigenous peasants to deliver crops and fruits, which in colonial news-
papers were labelled as “misuse” and “malpractice”, because they were
against the “law” and “humanity”.61 This type of corruption was an espe-
cially serious issue when Dutch officials were involved, as this undermined
Dutch prestige: the Dutch had to set the example of good govern-
ment, and only then one could expect indigenous officials to follow—as
the colonial newspaper De Locomotief wrote in 1869.62 These examples
testify that newspapers—even those with a reputation for being critical—
expressed ideas of racial hierarchy, by suggesting the issue of colonial
corruption could be solved by upholding “Dutch” legal and humanitarian
norms within the context of an indigenous “corrupt feudal society”.63

“Corrupt Concessions”, Growing Unease

and the Dutch Civilising Discourse

The end of the Cultivation System was followed by a “Liberal period”
that led to increasing private investments and activities.64 However, this
is not to say that the role of the state in colonial affairs diminished—
to the contrary. Entrepreneurs could acquire land from local princes and
lower aristocrats for relatively low prices, but only because the colonial
state claimed to be the ultimate owner of the land and granted licences
to formally legitimate transactions (see also the chapter in this volume
on paperwork by Jonathan Saha). Moreover, private agreements between
European entrepreneurs and local elites had to be confirmed by the colo-
nial administration in order to become effective.65 Next, to control the
indentured workers (who were referred to using the derogatory term
“coolies” or “koelies” in Dutch during the era) and make profits, the
“Coolie Ordinance” gave private companies the right to use force on their
own territories. Thus, they were granted a right that is and already at the
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time was, regarded as essential to modern state formation, namely the
right to legitimately use force on your territory. The acquisition of land
and the right to exploit and control it, including the labourers working on
it, were the sources of new accusations of corruption. On the one hand,
the process of granting licences came with violations of local rights and
was vulnerable to favouritism. On the other hand, once granted the exten-
sive rights given to private entrepreneurs came with very harsh working
conditions and exorbitant profits, resulting in public dismay, scandals and
investigations.66

This type of corruption surrounding concessions was no mere incident:
it was at stake in other colonial empires as well, as shown in the contri-
bution to this volume by Didier Guignard; for the Dutch case several
examples can be provided.67 One such case is the Billiton scandal of 1882
to 1892,68 which was about an extension of a concession to extract tin
ore from the island of Billiton. The original concession was granted to the
Billiton company in 1852 for 40 years; in 1882 an extension of another
35 years, starting from 1892, was provided by Governor General Fred-
erick s’ Jacob. In the Dutch press and in Dutch Parliament, the agreement
was seen as illegal and immoral because Parliament was not consulted
and the conditions upon which the extension was granted were way too
favourable to the company and its shareholders. Parliament issued an
investigative committee, who confirmed the illegality and immorality of
the concession forcing the minister of colonial affairs and the governor
general to resign. Years of renegotiations followed, during which the
Billiton company was also accused of other forms of corruption, such
as bribing local officials, ill-treating the Chinese indentured labourers,
tolerating opium smuggling, abuse of its taxation and custom rights, as
well as misuse of its policing powers. The company argued that many
of these issues were inherently related to the harsh local circumstances
and to the culture the Chinese kongsies (collaborations between inden-
tured labourers) brought with them. Critical voices, however, blamed the
company for neither acting “modern” nor as a “good father” and because
of that, endangering Dutch authority and esteem. Some Dutch MPs
proposed to publicly exploit the tin mines on Billiton.69 Under parlia-
mentary pressure and the threat of nationalisation, in 1892 the company
was prepared to accept an extension of the concession that was based on
a taxation of 62.5 per cent of the net profit, instead of the 10 per cent
agreed in 1882. The company kept its policing powers; in fact, this private
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company needed to act more “governmentally” as some MPs had argued
in Parliament.70

These, and other examples, not only support the argument that the
“nexus between business and expansion has been crucial in the Dutch
case”,71 but also make clear how public and private, business and state,
economic and political interests were blurred, not so much as a side-
effect, but openly and intendedly. This led to tensions and scandals
that were used to adapt or reinstal norms that did not take away
the breeding ground for this type of corruption as such. Besides the
Billiton scandal, one could point to the ongoing unease and discus-
sions about how colonial lobbyists, including former ministers, tried to
prevent the inception of stricter social regulations and corporate taxa-
tion in the years around 1900.72 Alternatively, the scandal caused by the
Deli company that exploited tobacco in Sumatra, and became a synonym
to “brutal repression, deceit and maltreatment” of indentured labourers,
was backed by the Coolie Ordinance which gave extreme legal powers to
companies. These powers included the right to prosecute and sanction—
the poenale sanctie, in force until 1931—in order “to deal” with their
workers.73 Misuse of these powers also led to the so-called “coolie’ scan-
dal” (1903–1905), after an investigation (the Rhemrev report) revealed
systematic ill-treatment of labourers on the plantations of Sumatra as well
as how entrepreneurs were “protected” by the colonial administration.74

Although often framed as incidents by contemporaries, there were recur-
rent investigations into what were considered exorbitant private revenues
and immoral behaviour of companies, which were linked to the deprived
position (mindere welvaart) of peasants and workers.75

The “Ethical Policy” (ethische politiek) is important to take into
account in order to understand the moral disputes and scandals during
these years. In 1901, the Ethical Policy was officially proclaimed by Queen
Wilhelmina (1898–1948) in her yearly address at the opening of the
parliamentary year. There she stated: “As a Christian power, the Nether-
lands has an obligation … to suffuse every part of government policy
with the consciousness that the Netherlands has a moral obligation to
the people of that region”.76 From a comparative perspective, the Ethical
Policy can be considered the Dutch equivalent of the civilising missions
that were launched by other imperial powers during this era. According
to the advocates of the Ethical Policy, the Dutch did not have a right to
exploit, but rather an obligation to develop the colony through invest-
ments in education, infrastructure and social policy, which would also
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strengthen the legitimacy of colonial rule. Besides a long-lasting discus-
sion about immoral practices and corruption in the colony, the Ethical
Policy was also the result of changing circumstances “at home”; it was
announced in the context of social policy established as an answer to
the “social question”.77 The Ethical Policy was supported by socially
minded Liberals and Orthodox-Protestants, and even prominent Social-
Democrats such as MP Henri van Kol, who saw the task of the Dutch to
be a father educating his children to prepare them for independence.78

Although investments in health care and education were complete, the
Ethical Policy went hand-in-hand with growing distrust in the local elites.
The Orthodox-Protestant Titus Asch van Wijk—Minister of Colonial
Affairs in the cabinet of Prime Minister Abraham Kuyper (1901–1905)
that launched the Ethical Policy—when discussing the role of the Dutch
in exploiting Indonesian Archipelago resources, argued that colonial poli-
cy’s main aim was “to protect the population from the extortionate
practices of their own leaders”.79

When looking at the training and appointment procedures of colo-
nial officials after 1900, the Ethical Policy and “white man’s burden”
led to concern with improvement through better understandings of local
circumstances, but it did not result in the inclusion of indigenous elite
members in the Dutch-controlled colonial administration, because of
racially inspired mechanisms of distrust and hierarchy.80

In the 1920s and 1930s, financial reasons and disappointments about
the results of the policy, including that better education contributed to
the creation of a self-aware group of indigenous men such as Sukarno and
Hatta who asked for independence of Indonesia, led to the abandonment
of the Ethical Policy. In fact, the colonial state turned into something
that increasingly resembled a police state, including an emphasis on public
order and moral purity, which led to actions and corruption scandals that
were seen as arbitrary and racially driven.81

Conclusion: On the Persistence

of Corruption in a (Post-)Colonial Context

Throughout the nineteenth century, colonial corruption was an issue
of recurrent debate and stimulant to reforms. The many examples of
(campaigns against) corruption, lead to the question: how to understand
the persistence of colonial corruption? The historiography of corruption
in Europe has pointed to the role of plurality and competition of norms as
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a breeding ground for corruption.82 Clearly, this is also relevant to under-
standing colonial corruption. When from around 1800 “bureaucratic”,
“Dutch” or “modern” norms were introduced—for example by turning
former representatives of the VOC and indigenous elites into salaried
bureaucrats who had to represent and serve state interests—strikingly, this
went alongside strengthening a system of dual rule that, again, allowed for
privileges for certain groups and individuals. Furthermore, bureaucratic
changes were also half-heartedly taken, or deliberately abandoned after a
while, for economic and financial reasons. That in the colonial context,
economy and politics or entrepreneurial and state interests were struc-
turally entangled was another reason for competition of norms. The latter
was undergirded by policies which intentionally assigned public tasks to
different groups: administration and ultimately arbiter authority to the
Dutch, tax farming and dual rule supporting bureaucrats, respectively,
to leading Chinese and indigenous aristocrats and indentured labour to
indigenous peasants and Chinese “koelies”. Finally, the existence of varied
and competing norms was the result of an imperial context in which
norms that were established in the “motherland”, such as the abolish-
ment of tax farming or the separation of powers, were not upheld in the
colony. Thus, as conflicting norms were no mere incidents, but struc-
tural to colonial rule, it is not surprising that corruption was structurally
evident.

To better understand the persistence of corruption in modern society,
from a meta-level perspective, the European historiography has pointed
to the mythical or false assumptions underlying ideas about modernity—
such as the problematic nature of the concept of (linear) progress, as well
as the multiple forms (understandings of) “modernity” can take and the
impossibility to completely separate the public and private, or to reach
into the ideal situation of the corruption-free modern society.83 Addi-
tionally, from a macro-level perspective, the implementation of supposedly
“good” and “just” modern institutions—such as impersonal and rational
bureaucratic rule—has had paradoxical consequences as they were also
a breeding ground for new forms of corruption—for example, bureau-
cratic corruption. From a micro-level perspective, the above insights are
supported by the great number of scandals and cases of misuse of public
power that have been located by historians, again falsifying the notion
that corruption was solely a problem of early modern societies, or inci-
dental in modern and contemporary history. Emphasising the persistence
of corruption should not be confused with the denial of change and
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difference in history—certain (and serious) forms of corruption did disap-
pear—but to make us sensitive to the fact that there is no automatic
relationship between less corruption and the modern era.

For a better understanding of colonial corruption in the nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, we also have to include the historiography on
colonialism and imperialism. Although often not about colonial corrup-
tion very specifically, it draws our attention to the intentional character
of colonial corruption, either in the form of a structural lack of dedi-
cation to set and maintain norms, or by creating difference “through
corruption” in order to rule and instal awe.84 Concerning the first issue,
European colonialism was “empire on the cheap”, as Frederick Cooper
argues: there was a constant lack of dedication in providing the neces-
sary financial resources and men (e.g. administrators‚ jurists, policemen,
doctors) to introduce and maintain “modern” standards.85 The earlier
discussed example of the Dutch decision in 1869 to strengthen the sepa-
ration of powers by sending trained jurists to the Dutch East Indies to
lead courtrooms (landraden) is telling. It would have required a number
of jurists the government was never willing to recruit and pay for, there-
fore even by Indonesian independence in 1945, no separation of powers
existed in many parts of the archipelago.86

Concerning the issue of creating difference “through corruption”, it is
insightful to make use of how the paradoxes of “modernity” have been
understood in new imperial and (post-)colonial historiography.87 Colonial
corruption can be seen as “a way of talking about the world”—an impor-
tant part of the “language of modernity”.88 Debates on corruption can
be studied and seen as concrete examples of the discourses on “moder-
nity” and “modernisation” and their consequences: colonial corruption
was used both as a practice and as a rhetorical act of denunciation to make
powerful claims and counterclaims in the name of cultural, political and
economic modernisation.89 To make sense of what was at stake—or to
incorporate it into the language of modernity—contemporary represen-
tatives of colonial rule recurrently portrayed corruption as the outcome
of the “traditional”, “uncivilised”, “feudal” or “barbarian” circumstances,
and thus fighting and solving corruption as a modern, rational and Dutch
or European concern. According to this narrative of self-legitimisation,
the colonial administration tried to do whatever it could do to prevent
and stop injustices, while at the same time labelling corruption as an
inherent part of the “Other”. Nonetheless, this was a tricky strategy, as is
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also evident in the Dutch case. Colonial corruption could only be accept-
able for a while, but abnormal in terms of ideas about the future. Not
surprisingly, quite early on there was talk of a link between colonial rule
and colonial corruption, instead of one between colonial rule and good
government. Maybe even less surprising, and as another type of historical
evidence, after a while representatives of the colonial administration began
to lose their faith in civilisational ideology. Institutions, and their staff,
which had been established to investigate and curb abuse of powers (for
example, health and labour inspections at plantations), left their offices
disappointed or began to point at the necessity of harsh sanctions that
strikingly came with modern colonial exploitation, but were presented as
a way to deal with specific local circumstances.90

Additionally, new imperial history—as does global history—makes us
sensitive to understanding colonial corruption and responses to it as part
of an entangled history. Anticorruption measures were often inspired by
circumstances in the motherland and the colony alike; see the period
of denouncing Ancien Régime corruption and promoting reform in the
years around 1800, or responses to the “social question” and the need to
check private businesses in the years around 1900. Keeping the problem
of colonial corruption on the agenda could also have served to redirect
attention from political tensions at home, or served a type of nationalism
based on assumptions of Dutch moral superiority.

This contribution was about the Dutch–Indonesian relationship, but
the role colonial corruption played in this case is not unique.91 Guig-
nard has shown the existence of corrupt practices for French Algeria—
i.e. misuse of power, electoral fraud, illegal appropriation of land and
resources, the dubious granting of concessions, arbitrary rule and judicial
and administrative ambiguity when misuses were reported—as well as how
the denunciation or silencing of corruption depended on political circum-
stances in the motherland.92 Saha has shown with the case of colonial
Myanmar around the year 1900, how corruption was framed in the press,
administration and political scene as a local, traditional and “Oriental”
practice that could hardly be rooted out. At the same time, British offi-
cials gave room to local subordinates, often non-white and non-British,
to abuse their position so that the British could reprimand or prosecute
subordinates in order to show that the colonial administration did its best
to curb corruption. However, just as often, petitions about misuse were
neglected if they were regarded a danger to colonial rule. Thus, according
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to Saha, corruption—in these different forms—was “everyday” to colo-
nial rule because “[c]orruption was performative. It was often through
acts of malfeasance and misconduct that the state was manifested and
experienced in everyday life”.93

Informed by the above, we need to rethink examples of practices and
debates about corruption and their responses in the context of colonial
empires; they were occurring in a great variety and were no mere inci-
dents. Moreover, they might have been among the most useful to create
and cement difference and asymmetrical power relations: the colony was
corrupt, the metropole was not, hence colonial elites were “allowed” to
interfere and set norms in the colony. This explains why the colonial
administrations dealt with the anxiety of corruption rather softly: there
was no desire to completely eliminate corruption because its existence of
a systemic problem legitimised colonial rule.94 Additionally, to find legit-
imacy for colonial rule, the imperial government itself played a significant
role in the creation and reproduction of “local” corruption, which needed
to be countered and curbed with “modern” means. In other words, colo-
nial rule was one great anticorruption project that would, could and
should never be finished.95

Understanding colonial rule as a process of creating outcomes that had
to be curbed by anticorruption projects, is a perspective that could be
useful for further research into the entangled history of (post-)colonial
“spaces of morality”.96 For the long nineteenth century, there is much
more to say about the Indonesian perspective. For example, how did
the variety of indigenous actors understand, contribute to or counter
the “corrupt colony” during the eras of the Cultivation System or the
Ethical Policy? Also, what was the role of denouncing corrupt colo-
nialism for Indonesian nationalists working towards independence from
the 1910s onwards?97 Moreover, how was their understanding rooted
in an entangled history? Take, for example, Sukarno’s critique on colo-
nialism,98 the criticism against colonial rule coincided criticism against
indigenous feudalism and the aristocracy in connection to luxury and
decadence.99 Or references in newspapers in which the ill-treatment of
the population that were, in “modern” style, linked to the return to
a corrupt past. In the Soerabaiasch Handelsblad in 1934, Joesoef Jahja
Nasoetion—the editor of the paper Persatoen Indonesia—was accused
of spreading hate against the Dutch Indies Government (the haatzaai
artikelen). In an article on the conditions of the Bangka local govern-
ment, he mentioned that the government wanted to destroy the economy
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of the local people, kill the Partindo (a non-cooperative political party),
keep the people of Bangka ignorant and return to a time of “arbitrary
rule and corruption”.100 During the struggle for independence and in the
first years of independence in the late 1940s and early 1950s, the Nether-
lands, the Dutch Indies and the Indonesian Republic labelled each other’s
governments as being corrupt. On the other hand, Indonesian attempts
to develop the country in the 1950s were inspired by indigenous political
traditions, colonial understandings of corruption and Dutch bureau-
cratic expertise—as well as US modernisation theories.101 Strikingly, in
the 1950s, the Indonesian military installed a series of anticorruption
measures which eventually cleared the way for a gradual military takeover
of the state. After the military takeover, the Dutch–Indonesian relation-
ship changed again, and an Inter-Governmental Group on Indonesia
(IGGI) was installed to streamline and coordinate the relationship under
the label of development aid. Development aid ideally would bring pros-
perity and end corruption, but it also led to activities that became
associated with the structural existence of KKN (Korupsi, Kolusi, Nepo-
tisme; Corruption, Collusion, Nepotism).102 Finally, with the help of an
historical approach of corruption, the origins of contemporary under-
standings can be reinvestigated—such as contemporary rankings which
stress that many former colonies are among the most corrupt and that
have a great impact on stereotyping and foreign investments.103 What are
the historical legacies and dynamics behind these indices? Research into
this topic could also shed more light on the link between colonialism and
today’s corruption—a relationship quite often suggested but only inciden-
tally researched104—and to get beyond “colonial determinism”, in which
the colonial past is an umbrella source to explain the present.105
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